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NEW S LETTER

GUESTIMATES ON THE PYRAMID'S POWER RANGE

Though inconclusive, it's interesting to note the varying opinions concerning 
distribution of the replica's form-energy.

Most researchers agree that the one-third level above the base, direetly under the 
apex, (conforming to the King's Chamber level in the Great Pyramid of Giza), produces 
maximum results. This is where the apparent Optimum dehydration, mummification and 
sharpening processes take place.

Using this point in space - gauged at 100%, how then do other sectors of the replica 
register free energy as measured with Dowsing Instruments?

The sensitive Diviner can "feel" a wide variance of rays and/or eddies issuing from 
within and without the replica. For example: The hips (ridges) outside, when tested from 
the base corners to apex, register pronounced fields of energy out from these climbing 
corner-to-corner lines.

When one's dowsing device, (pendulum, aurameter, wand, rod, or whatever), 
approaches the capstone area, the outward rush increases rapidly. Above the vertex a 
cylindrical beam of energy - as stated in a previous newsletter - blows upward. Yet, upon 
further examination, one finds an equal emission of power directed downward through 
the same invisible shaft, suggesting an interplay of forces resembling alternating currents.

The pyramid's exterior panels, outside, by contrast, produce very weak emanations 
when compared to the rigid lines of the slanting ridges and replica's four corners.

In its upright Position, an elevated model representation of the Great Pyramid sends 
a form-energy below in conformance to its shape. That is, the rays extend downward as 
though the visible replica is only the capstone of a much larger invisible pyramid. I find 
these emanations below quite substantial and effective - probably behaving according to a 
presumed law: "The larger the pyramid, the greater the energy."

Dr. L.O. Anderson, D.D. of Los Angeles, recently suggested the following power 
distribution gathered through his own clairvoyant research:

My guestimates, measuring forces inside and out of a 5' high, panel-less Meditation 
pyramid, using the Cameron AURAMETER, disagree in some respects with Dr. 
Anderson's findings as shown by the following Illustration:

Please note dotted-line-loops 
Fig. A. rising from corners inside up- Fig. B. 

ward about half-way, cause
Aurameter pointer to push in- 
ward and away from corners 
and hip lines until about half- 
way up. Then a curious thing 
happens; the Aurameter's tip 
is suddenly drawn toward the 
angular support-poles 
though pulled 
magnet.
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CHARG1NG FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES 
WITH GREAT P^RAMIP REPLICAS

Oean fntends, I punchased two packs, 
(2 battenies to a pack] of size "P" 
battenies and then manked one. fnom 
each pack to make. sune one sek. was not 
olden than the othen two. I changed 
alt fouA dny-cett battenies 24 houns tn 
a changen to bntng atl to a peak change. 
1 ptaced the un-manked pain on a shetf 
and the manked patn tn the Cheops- 
Pynamid fon one week; then I insented 
the an-manked patn tn a two-cett ftash- 
Light.

I put both "ON" and teft them foan 
houAS until the Lights became veny dtm. 
Next, I netined both ftashLights tn the 
"OFF" posttton fon one week. I finatty 
found the un-manked ftashttght would 
not Light, and I examtned the battenies 
to find actd all oven thetn extenions . 
The manked ftashLight Lit up wtth about 
50% bntghtness. 1 teft the Light "ON" 
fon one houn a day fon the next ftve 
days. The Light became veny weak at 
thts time.

Next, J mounted the flashLight wtth 
the manked PVRMTD battenies on the shelf 
fon one month aften whtch thene was no_ 
Light. Laten, I ptaced the manked bat
tenies tn the Pynamid fon 24 houns, ne- 
tnsented them tn the ftashLight, and, 
when tunned "ON" the Light tssued about 
25% powen, tapening to veny dtm. tn one 
houn.

I netunned the battenies to the Pyn
amtd fon a 48 houns’ change. The Light 
on the next test again pnoduced about 
25% powen, dimtntshtng to veny däm tn two 
houns . I ptaced them tn the Pynamtd a- 
gain fon one week, and, on a final test, 
the Light banst tn one big camena-Like 
flash; and that was alt. Ny conctustons- 
The Light-pnoductng time of the unmanked 
battenies (not ptaced tn the Pynamtd] 
was 4 houns as companed to the manked 
battenies (ptaced in the Pynamid] fon 
12 houns. Bemard Gotaut, Valparaiso, Ind.
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LIGHTS TO REMEMBER

Doctor Douglas Baker's Second 
International Festival of Yoga and 
Esoteric Sciences, London, August '73, 
added yet more "Hghts" to a chain of 
Illumination issuing from the first Festival 
in Switzerland, in 1972. Your editors and 
many from the United States and Canada 
joined those who had participated the 
year before in T.W.A. charter-füghting to 
Britian. This was to be a two-week's 
experience that wouid alter, in varying 
degrees, our individual life patterns of 
concentration.

Gathered on that first night, "jet- 
lagged", weary almost to oblivion, we 
were yet brought sharply to attention 
with the appearance of Sir George 
Trevelyan who welcomed us with the 
opening speech. Gracious and dignified, 
this man is an expression of high con
sciousness with every word he utters. 
Head of the Wrekin Trust, a foundation 
concerned with approaches to spiritual 
knowledge, Sir George is deepiy motivat- 
ed, along with other such alert ones as 
Charles Lindbergh and Buckminster 
Fuller, to seek out methods for the 
ecological preservation of our earth. That 
evening he gave us the meaning of the 
Festival's Yoga and Esoteric terms.

THE PYRAMID GUIDE

A bi-monthly newsletter issued Jan., 
March, May, July, Sept., Nov., of each year. 
Edited and published by Bill Cox and 
Georgiana Teeple of EL CARISO 
PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box 176, Elsinore, 
Calif., 92330.

While the editors are interested in all 
information regarding the Great Pyramid 
and replicas, it should be understood the 
Pyramid Guide is not limited to the 
scientific aspects, Py ram idol ogy, 
Egyptology, or other esoteric studies on the 
subject.

The "Pyramid Guide" Welcomes letters 
and briefly-written articles associated with 
pyramids and energy of form (free energy) 
phenomena. The opinions expressed are 
those of the contributors, however, and do 
not necessarily reflect those of the editorial 
staff of PYRAMID GUIDE, EL CARISO 
PUBLICATIONS

Copyright ©1974 by El Cariso Publica 
tions, printed in the United States of 
America. All rights reserved. No part of this 
letter may be used or reproduced without 
written permission of El Cariso Publications.

Time was ... is ... will be ... llnaware, we alternately flow with , or resist time. We obey its 
imposing disciplines when we catch a plane. Time's inevitable march frequently awakens distress in some
with a second look in the bathroom mirror. The typical American, obviously a victim of time, roots for
victory at game's end, mentally fracturing the seconds with one eye on the clock.

By contrast, the oriental waits patiently. It is in his nature to conserve and merge with time.
We preceive and comprehend earthly activity through our five senses by means of time. Literally

speaking, time-sense, or lack of it, brings in, or takes us out of this world. When we are deepiy engrossed
in pleasurable activity, time really flies!

Time travel, where one moves forward or backward on a controlled wave of time, I believe, occurs 
out of body and within the higher Astral, mental, buddhic, and Monadic planes. It may indeed be a 
reachable goal while living in this strata of human existence. But moving oneself, others, or things
physically forward or backward in time ... Ah! .

"Yoga", he said, "means union with 
the supreme being, or ultimate principle. 
And "esoteric" "means something under
stood by, or meant for, only a select few 
with special knowledge or interest." He 
observed, however, that, in this "new 
age", the select few grows in numbers at 
an accelerating pace. More people are 
searching for "light" and "union" - turn
ing from materialistic manifestations to 
the inner world reached in meditation - 
than at any time, perhaps, in the known 
history of our planet.

And glancing around at the rapt, 
attentive faces in that great room, faces 
betonging to individuals of all ages and 
descriptions, / feit a surging, warm sense 
of oneness, well-being, and confidence in 
the reality of a general rise of world 
consciousness.

We were to learn in the following 
days' classes and lectures by Dr. Baker 
and others, that in the Yoga exercises and 
disciplines are keys to opening the seven 
chakras, spiritual energy centers, con- 
nected along the spinal column from 
crown to sacral points. (see Illustration on 
page 6). Progress in opening these centers 

is marked by initiations into degrees of 
awareness. And Doctor Baker intensely 
and dynamically shared with us his own 
personal travails along what was for him a 
"lonely" path.

There's so much to teil! Of the 
many, many esoterics on the festival's 
roster and the beautifu! people we were 
priviteged to meet, / can, with space 
Hmitations, describe only the ones who 
affected me most. Damien Simpson, co- 
organizer of the Festival and minister of 
Universal Mind Science Churches, led 
many of the morning and evening medita- 
tions. These had unforgettable moving 
qualities accompanied as they were by 
violin music that got in and moved about 
inside one.

Of the yogis, one Swami Bua, vital, 
small, and muscu/ar, showed incredible 
control over a body seemingly devoid of 
bones or joints as he twisted it 
completely about between rigidly held 
Continued on page 4

.. that's another matter.
And what of "bi-location", where the mystic 

appears in human form, at two distinct locations 
within a measured period of day? Again, to support 
the idea of time - perhaps non-time events ■ we have 
reports of "teleportation", the instant transference of 
material substances through solid matter outside the 
scope of known physical laws.

The late Western mystic, Joel Goldsmith, and 
others, have described experiences of "instantanaity". 
Joel spoke of an incident where he, himself, and with 
passengers in an automobile, were transported 
immediately from a point on the Pasadena Arroyo 
Seco Parkway to central Culver City. The entire trip, 
according to Joel, consumed less than five minutes, a 
dubious feat attainable by any speeding race-car on 
deserted freeways.

Instantanaity apparently comes with more 
frequency to those living in four-dimensional con
sciousness, a state of being, acquired through long 
periods of meditation and various physical-mental 
disciplines. Incidentally, the Pyramid form seemingly 
accelerates psychic energies associated with higher 
levets of awareness. The phenomena follows repeated 
thought, desire, and emotion toward the higher state 
in that order, coupled with selfless dedication in its 
pursuit - but not always.

In all humility, l'd like to share a similar 
experience - not completely of this world - with 
Pyramid Guide readers. I've been seeking a logical 
explanation - in particular to the first of three such 
happenings beginning about three years ago. Later 
Investigation revealed the surprising frequency of 
instantaneous occurences encountered in the search.

A lighninglike twenty-minute auto trip on a 
Saturday night from Laguna Beach to Mira Loma, 
California, normally wouid have required at least 
forty-five minutes. At first I thought my watch had 
stopped. It hadn't.l even considered the possibility of 
some kind of monstrous joke, with someone conspir- 
ing at either end to set watches and clocks (including 
my own), ahead or behind as the case might have 
been. But of course this wasn't so. I can only describe 
some of the latter part of the trip as lying outside the 
region of my conscious memory.

It took more than two years of persistent study 
to partially at least find out the how, and why of this 
stränge episode in and out of time. Instanaity, (as I 
later came to understand it), must have brought me 
into some sort of altered time stretch - a brief 
excursion along the road - where I was suddenly 
schlocked into a peculiar time frame, a warp as it 
were, where the normal Progression of moments, past, 
present, and future, all join as one.

Unlike cross-country "trance" driving, where one 
loses time-sense; then, later, when studying a road 
map, finds he has driven fifty miles further than 
reaiized - failing to recall, even, one or more small 
towns driven through enroute - but the individual 
observes that his watch of dashboard clock registers 
the actual time lapsed . . . No, I refer to the 
mystifying realm of instantanaity where measured, 
speed, travel distance and clock time don't jibe!

My body and transporting vehicle were then, I 
believe, momentarily propelled out of earth's ordinary 
succession of moments and into the timeless infinite 
spheres of the fourth dimension. The event could have 
- as a division of time lengths - occurr an instant ahead, 
or behind, earth-time sync. This moment of instan
tanaity, in essence, then, must have opened suddenly, 
an invisible gateway through, or bridge (wormhole), 
over, the normal pull of three-dimensional earth, to 
exist momentarily, perhaps, in and out of other 
sectors in the infinite universe.

My earlier acceptance of the possbility that man 
and material could project forward or backward, in 
interdimensional space - independent of earth's great 
time piece, had set up the beginning process for this 
activity to occur. ÄtjZ-
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CAPSWNSS. . . 8 CLIPS n CONMENTS, 
ÖUOTESn AND LEITERS l

VIEWING PHENQMENA THROUGH WAR-SURPLUS PRISMS. Reverend Dorje Moore, of Los Angeles, California, drawing the figure "8" and other forms with 
heavy black lines on white paper, reports: "By making a sequence of them, getting bigger and bigger - sort of pyrajniding - when seen through 
the glass prism, they produce a growth of beautiful colors, really something to see ... and worth exploring." Dorje adds , "Drawings of a 
pendulum should prove quite colorful. Some pendulums are very delicate Instruments, scribing lines as they move and making lovely patterns - 
very dose to thought forms." TIME CRAFT AND THE HUMAN ELEMENT. Thomas Allen LeVesque, of Beverly Hills, California, comes through again 
with the interesting view that : "A time craft - as it now appears - should have a orystal in the shape of a tetrahedron atop a cylindrical rod 
as control lever. The use is based on vector-tensor rotation. The energy transformation accountings are comprehendingly rational, and synerge- 
tic;" he adds, "one's body, in a modified lotus position, becomes part of the craft in the shape of a tetrahedron. The whole is interlocked with 
the craft's shape to form a six-pointed star, with point at the base opposite the star-point-apex at the top. More research is needed", says Tal, 
"I see a castle in the Sun where Rainbows have ends and the People are One." PYRAMID TRANSPARENCY AND LIGHT. In a May, 1972, article entitled 
"Metaphysical Mysteries of the Great Pyramid", Albert S. Evans, D.O., of Middlefieid, Ohio, wrote of "an energy System within pyramids, and noting 
that his previous models were opaque to light frequencies," made a replica of transparent plastic and clear quartz. Evans' awareness of the 
piezoelectric properties of quartz led him to Orient the pyramids' axis perpendicular to the center of the base, through the apex. The transmitted 
light from an overhead source reflected from each corner as four beams converging and terminating in a small squared area at the center of the base. 
When the transparent pyramid was immersed in water, the beams of light narrowed and brightened with the diminished central squares' Illumination 
increasing. Dr. Evans slowly raised one side of the pyramid, observing light pouring through the structure onto a tabletop. Changing the light- 
source parallel to the replica's angular side, he continued raising the transparent model until the base attained an inclination of 52 degrees. 
At that point it formed a six-point Star of David light form, plainly appearing on the table top. MOON'S POLARIZED LIGHT MAY DULL CUTTING EDGES. 
We've received reports from subscribers, affirming that Czech researchers believe moonlight, vibrating in one direction, reacts unfavorably on 
razor blades and other cutlery. PYRAMID REPLICA A TWO-WAY POWER PLANT, numerous comments from experimenters suggest model representations, 
along with the Great Pyramid, are in fact cosmic (energy) accumulators and psychic-cosmic generators. Tuned into the psyche as Symbols of univer
sal force, the replicas thus gain in power. DOWSING INTO THE PAST. Sam J. Main, of Ely, Minnesota, with expanding techniques, divines that the 
legendary Garden of Eden was indeed located near Cairo, in Egyot, 9000 years ago. PERPETUUM MOBILE."Will go without any impulse from without." 
0. Leslie Crowder, searching the nation's libraries, writes: "For several years I've specialized in unorthodox energies and prcpulsion." He teils 
of a 558 page book, published in England, (Library index T531.8 #D63 in Denver Library, 1357 Broadway, 80203, Colorado), with about 100 illustra- 
tions, and featuring some 500 articles on various anti-gravity and perpetual-motion devices. Crowder seeks a photo, or i1lustration, of the 
Perpetuum Mobile (not included in the book). If any of our readers know of one or more, please advise us here at the ' Guide, eds. REPLICA SENDS 
CHIGGERS 0N THE RUN. Bernard Getaut of Valparaiso, Indiana, says, "I've been sleeping in a large pyramid for two weeks now. Previously I had to 
bum the chiggers out with ether. With the pyramid above, they come out by themselves, or die. All bugs seem to die when confined within the 
pyramid," he says.; "since the pyramid stops food spoilage caused by bacteria, it seems all lower forms of life are unable to survive the higher 

vibrations inside."
ARCHEO-MAGNETISM. "New Mexico Magazine", in its May/June, 1972, issue, presented the article, 'A 1,100 Room Riddle', by Walter Kerr, about excava- 
ting an old Indian Pueblo, two miles south of Santa Fe, New Mexico. Kerr writes: "Archeo-magnetism Starts from the knowledge that iron partiales 
in clay are arranged heiter-skelter in the clay's original state but line up with the earth's magnetic field when it is heated to about 1100 degrees 

Fahrenheit. They stay aligned as they were at the last heating. You take the clay from an Indian firepit, determine how its iron partiales are 
lined up, relate that alignment to today's magnetic field, and you've got it." Dr. Robert L. DuBois of the University of Oklahoma who was at the 
Arroyo Hondo dig last summer gathering flre-clay for analysis knows there is no such thing as a fixed magnetic north pole, that the earth acts like 
a giant magnet, with lines of force sweeping from the antartic to the arctic. With this magnetic field the compass aligns itself, not pointing in 
any one direction the world over, or from any area, in any one direction, for any long period of time. The direction the compass points depends on 
where you are, and when. It changes with the year. , He can teil within fifteen years or so when an Indian built a fire in a fireplace (provided the 
clay reaches 1100 degrees). Information sent in courtesy of Ona M. Ellis. Eureka Springs, Arkansas. TESTING WITH THE AURAMETER. From Bryant 
Churko, Saskatchewan, Canada. "When we were using the angle wires and the Aurameter we also found that when the pyramid face perpendicular to the true
magnetic north was turned just a hit to make the axis or face out of true line, it affected the energy given off by the pyramid. The energy was lese,
and we found that by tuming it some more it couldn't even be detected. But would that make any difference for the food dehydration process? Perhaps 
at varying degrees the pyramid can be used for other things than just the areas and other subject matter that has been used up to the previous time.
And more from Bryant: ORGONE ENERGY. "It seems that the ORGONE ENERGY, (life energy), pyramid energy, and cone energy all seem to have a lot in com-
mon. Baron von Reichenbach published several books around 1852, and he teils about people seeing orgone energy (auras) around magnets and other inor- 
ganic objects. It seems the eyes became more sensitive and perceptive in the dark. He goes throughout the whole book, trying to prove through count- 
less experiments that there is really something there. Reichenbach also mentions the effect the sun has on orgone energy, or ’odic energy. Maybe this 
force holds the atoms together. . .If one were to keep breaking down the atom, he could come to the conclusion that atomic particles are held together 
by an energy called a 'field of ether'. This field of ether exists in a vortex energy field found to be around the pyramid. The energy seems to 
spiral downward in a vortex. When one sets up a pyramid, this orgone energy is there. It concentrates the vortices of the ether in such a way that 
the size and shape of the pyramid can make use of the orgone energy... And you can tune in on a person anywhere in the world by putting his 'photo 
or written signature inside the pyramid replica... Human beings seem to have the ability to focus 'Orgone Energy', and project it. It seems that thts 
is the underlying factor in the experiments that were done on plante by using the methods of positive prayer and negative prayer. Perhaps this also 
explains why some people are better gardners than others.... I’m doing some more experimenting. This time I have tamished coins set up under the pyr
amid about half way up. I also have coins in an orgone box. When I go back home after two weeks I'll be able to see how it Works out. I read some- 
where that it is possible to loosen the tarnish and then just rub it off. " CLUNKER-MID, An Imaginative, Massive,
Ecological Pyramid Made of Junked Cars. Robert Manewal, Wyoming, Commercial Artist, has designed a modern art form 481 feet high, a 756 
square foot based pyramid to be constructed of .300,000 derelict automobiles in the Red Desert region of Wyoming, as a salute to the United 
States* 200th. birthday in 1976. Manewal plans it as a tourist attraction with Souvenir shop, restaurant, museum, and observation rooro.
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DOWSING VOOVLEBUG

Early weighing device invented by 
Verne Cameron (later abandoned 
when first commercial Aurameter 
was developed). This folding water 
compass held in working Position. 
This novel dowsing instrument is 
suspended in ballbearings inside 
handle to prevent any influence by 
operator. Arm is hung in jeweled 
bearings with tiny receptacle for 
"witness” mounted on end.

- - w

) Square off cardboard of any size
5 Find mid-point of top - IT and mid-point of bottom - 1B 
1 Draw lines from IT to bottom - SL and 3B
> Drott lines from 1B to top - 2L and 2B
! Drott line aoross center where these lines intersect - 4a and 4b 
1 Cut away dotted areas
1 Bold on line 4a -4b
’. Bold 1B to 4a & 1B to 4b
1 Tape sides together

Svu, In yoan No. 8 Bi-Monthby Nembcttex., Nov.-Pce., you. had a no-te. abvat the Hienonymus Box, nequesting mono tnfonmatcon aboat et.
The. tnfonmatcon I have .et, at, fobboivi: Thomas G. H-ienonymat, Vtneaton of Advanced Scaeneet Reseaneh 8 Devcbopment Conp., Ine. 7oun Hea
dens can ciinate to: P.O. Box 23620 Pont Laadendabe, Fbonlcla, 33307, fon fanthen bnfonmatbon. The addness of the-in neseaneh faextity is: 
8405 M.W. 59th. Lane, Font Laadendabe, Fbonada, 333/3. Yoon neadent ean neeeive a patent 0$ the box. fnom the U.S. Patent Office., Washing
ton, V.C., fon a fee. of .504. Pat. Mo. 2, 484,773. Name T.G. Hienonymas; Vate Sept. 27, 1 949. I neeeived abb this in^onmation fnom a 
magazine antic.be anitten in the Sept., 1973, -bssae of, "Saga" magazine. The anticbe pnesents a sehematie diagnam oj the box.

Sineeneby, Enitiin Mandat, Chicago, Ibbinds
Dean Sins; I am veny mach interested in .Levitation and E.S.P. I think I nead in Feste Magazine that thene wtbb be discovened a hidden 
noom in the Pyramid that ivtU. expbain bevitation tehich then think was ased to baibd the Punamids and the Vnuid Stones of Stonehenge.

Fate tobd of an enonmoas block of stone ivliieh, if pat on naitnoad ears, would cati.se the wheebs to sink into -the earth; thenefone the 
onby way to move sach a bbock of stone woabd have to be by levitation. This is a faseinating sabject. It o'oabd conqu.cn boeomotion 
and pobtataon and eoabd make a heaven on earth on stmpby a patadise. I am 69 and fee-b that I have not neached mu goab in life. We 
l-ived in Wabnat, California, 24 ueans and came East becaase of po-blution. S.ineenebii, Daniel R. Pocj, Ho.lt/oke, Massachusetts.

PYRAMIDIA Continued

hands. This was but one of many 
disciplines requiring, surety, a Hfetime to 
accomlish.

Several mediums participated in the 
two weeks, but Ena Twigg, famous for 
her work with Bishop Pike, proved warm, 
engaging, and füll of disarming humiHty.

Another Speaker of great stature, 
Edgerton Sykes, world's foremost 
authority on Atlantis, was honored at a 
dinner party by psychic young members 
of the expedition he'd headed and was 
just back from Cadiz, Spain. There young 
divers had searched for artifacts and 
remnants of the Atlantean past. Present 
were Bill Cox, our editor, and I; and we 
were asked by Mr. Sykes to meet with 
him at his Brighton home following the 
endof the festival. Subsequently El Cariso 
Publications has become the United 
States distributor of his books. (see 
enclosed book catalog).

/ will have to continue this in the 
next issue. There will be more about the 
Speakers and an account of our visit to 
Stonehenge and Glastonbury.

Svu; Hoiv aboat psUiutcng Z>ome pfiac.- 
tu.coJL mzatuAettWitb making mtj oa'n 
pysiamid accüAdZng to a p-te-AcZected 
he-ighz? Ml/ /tuZe/u and tape.s cuu> Zu 
^lactions, not aeclmati. Tliank You. 
Ted Vouh, Santiago, C/iZZc.

AAAAAAAAA&&AAAAAAAAAAA 
A
. A GENTLE REMINDER TO READERS . . . Don’t 
& let your subscription expire. It’s all so exciting . . . 
A Rediscovering the knowledge and powers of the 
& ancient masters, and awakening greater awareness 

in ourselves. Great things ahead . . .

A AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
HOW HIGH WILL IT BE? A fractional formula for constructing your own 
Pyramid Replica. The following scale has been worked out for Pyramid 
Guide readers by Captain, N.W. Gambling, USN ret. Sacramento, Calif.

This method converts decimal lengths into the nearest foot, inch and 
fractional measurement, based on the desired height of your prototype

Pyramid Model's 

height in feet

Each of four base-side lengths Hip Length 

corner to apexDecimal meas.

Feet

Nearest Fraction

Fee t S Inches Feet Feet s Inches

1 foot 1.5708 1 - 6 7/8 1.49456 1-5 15/16

2 H 3.1416 3 - 1 11/16 2.9891 2-11 7/8

3 tl 4.7124 4 - 8 9/16 4.4837 4-5 13/16

4 II 6.2832 6 - 3 3/8 5.9782 5-11 3/4

5 H 7.8540 7 - 10 1/4 7.4728 7-5 11/16

6 tf 9.4248 9 - 5 1/8 8.9674 8-11 5/8

7 It 10.9956 11 feet 10.46192 10-5 9/16

8 12.5664 12 - 6 13/16 11.9565 11 - 11 1/2

antic.be
cati.se
conqu.cn
Ho.lt/oke
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PYRAMIDS AS
LIVING MONUMENTS
Revelations From Cosmic Memory, Realized 
Through The Clairvoyance of SARI!

Pyramids are “living monuments" to 
the Creator as proof that life is indestruct- 
ible. Cosmic forces have disseminated 
energy from the invisible Spectrum to 
preserve these ' magnificent edifices 
throughout the ages.

Before breaking down pyramidal 
forms into zones representing man, let’s 
endeavor to substantiate this premise by 
quoting two eminent scientists: 1. Nicola 
Tesla. “The universe is basically spiritual in 
nature, governed by immutable law; and 
intelligente is present at every point in 
so-called space and can be acted upon 
through the power of thought. By using 
thought dynamically, you can call upon 
this invisible universal energy and think 
what you want into existence, because 
thought is Creative. ” 2. Charles P. Stein
metz. “I think the greatest discoveries will 
be made along spiritual lines. History 
clearly teaches that spiritual forces have 
been the greatest power in the develop- 
ment of man and nations. ”

The origin of pyramids came with 
dynamic thought derived from intense 
desire. A brilliant idea, planned upon an 
evolved planet, was executed upon the 
earth. How? Scientists and “gods” came to 
planet Earth in spaceships. Just as man has 
a spiritual center within, so must the earth; 
and the great pyramid of Gizeh, con- 
structed on the west bank of the River 
Nile, is that center.

Having found that location, tbe 
specialist scientists from the other planet 
set about purifying land, air, minerals, and 
other of eartb’s constituents with dynamic 
thought and so brought forth the source of 
cosmic energy. (Called “God“ by earthman). 
God is nameless, yet names All.

And the Lord of the planet came with 
many specialists in spaceships some forty- 
five bundred years ago, according to Earth 
timing. Among these were Cartographers,

astronomers, crystallographers, physicists, 
alchemists, chromotherapists, geometrists, 
numerologists, highly evolved mathema- 
ticians, (who could in great measure 
calculate light), and metaphysicians. The 
lotter knew and taugbt higher mind 
Science, and all knew that God in action is 
the pure Science; that is, the power in light, 
colors, and polarization, etc,, and He is the 
creator and activator of the cosmic All.

The pyramids have endured because 
cosmic energy continuously cbarges them 
along with the land below and tbe atmos- 
phere around the edifices. Lines of force, 
related to light, offer protection to these 
great stone monuments, insuring their 
permanence.

Limestone, charged with cosmic 
energy millions of years before the 
pyramids were constructed, forms their 
bases. Calcium preserves limestone, as with 
human bones, and solidifies these massive 
forms.
Zone A represents God Principle, the 
positive and negative polarity, ie., man’s 
spiritual goal. In this ultra-conscious zone, 
light and color are balanced, (light being 
positive and color negative).
Zone B represents Middle Mind, i.e., the 
two worlds between higher and lower 
consciousness. The Christ Principle being 
of Divine origin, a teacher for earthman is 
placed on the borderline between A and B, 
coordinating with C.
Zone C represents Earth Mind (the lower 
consciousness), or the unevolved or un- 
awakened area in mind.

Due to the difference in these three 
zones, each varies in rotes of frequency. 
Zone /\, the Light ränge God conscious
ness, operates with very high frequency. 
Zone B and C vibrate with frequencies 
analogous to their respective degree of 
evolvement. Here we hypothesize that the 
pyramidal zones correspond to, and 
symbolize, the trilogy in the structure of 
man.

READERS PLEASE NOTE: ---------------°
Due to your enlarged Newsletter with increased 
printing and postal costs, all new and renewal 
subscriptions are now increased .25c ($3.00 
yearly). .50c single copy price remains.

OOPS!
The picture caption below the sky- 

scratching, pyramid Office building on the 
outside flap of our last newsletter, (No. 8) was 
not a typographic but rather a goofomatic 
error. The cap should have said “Transamerica" 
rather than “Continental Life Insurance” bldg.
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The VERNE L, CAMERON notebook. o^ GREAT DISCOVERIES

Cone, Pyramid and Ray gun Experiments
A further characteristic of the ray issuing from either a coil or cone (which appear to act in identical ways), according to mdications 

of the aurameter, is that this ray is reflected by a mirror in the same männer as light, the angle of incidence being equal to the angle of 
reflection. It is also possible to pick up the reflected beam by means of a second mirror and reflect it back onto the coil group or cone, 
so that it appears to make a continuous Circuit, like the particles in a Cyclotron.

If this is considered carefully it seems to present good evidence of some kind of energy emanating from the cone in a directional 
beam and affecting the coils. It also strengthens the contention that energy from the non-activated coil and/or the cone can be 
conducted by a wire, as mentioned in connection with the series arrangement previously described.

For the last three or four years, I have been searching means for determining the wave length of the coil energy beam. Since I had 
no elaborate equipment for testing, I was compelled to use the simple things at hand. I learned that the same energy beam is radiated by 
an ultra-violet lamp, but apparently in a diffused sort of fashion; not as a concentrated beam, but that of an infra-red light source, or a 
small electric heater with a concentrated unit and a parabolic reflector. It drives the beam in a concentrated form in a Straight line, easily 
loeated after passing through a stone wall, sheet metal, or anything except water or a living body.

I have many times turned the beam of a heater, or an infra-red light through a wall of stone or cement, meanwhile having someone 
manipulate the source of the ray and move it occasionally. Thus, I was able to locate the beam accurately and instantly and to determine 
its exact source while the radiating source was held on the opposite side of the wall. There seems to be no lag to the beam under these 
conditions, sometimes accompanying auric beams. This led me to the conclusion that the ray was not conducted by heat, as it would 
have required some time to build up warmth in the intervening cold wall in Order to radiate the force through to the opposite side.

In ISIS UNVEILED, Volume 1, Section 1, Science Page 126, written about 1875, Madam Blavatsky stated, "Since we began to 
write this part of our book, an announcement has been made in a number of papers of the supposed discovery of a new force by Mr. 
Edison, the electrician of Newark, N.J., which force seems to have little in common with electricity or galvanism except the principles."

My conclusions, then, are that this force is of a wave-length somewhat shorter than ultra-violet light, and longerthan X-ray. It may 
prove to be a harmonic of light, or even of Cosmic energy, near the gamma ray band.

PYRAMID FOOD TASTES BETTER

The following may sound far-out, but, as you 
may have noted, the 'Guide is already out there. 
Perhaps we are going further . . . Anyway, we have 
received a substantial number of reports showing the 
Pyramid replica improves the taste of food and 
beverages.

Exterior surfaces of bananas, prunes, and raisins 
become moist when first charged inside a simple 
cardboard model and seemingly take on a metallic 
(electric) but pleasant taste.

Long-picked fruit and vegetables are reported to 
be freshened in a short time, and green or hard fruit 
may ripen sooner. And liquids such as stale tea, coffee, 
and other perishable stimulants respond to Pyramid 
treatment with renewed taste and vigor. Although 
turning to a pleasantly sour cheese, milk doesn't 
usually curdle.

A limited or prolonged test apparently can 
reduce or eliminate shrivelling, wrinkling, in some, and 
stop spoilage and putrefication in most organic sub
stances. Other reports describe the Pyramid replica's 
amazing ability to purify water as well as improve the 
flavor of cheap liquors!

We will be running an article on dehydration tests 
in an upcoming newsletter, and invite reader com- 
ments along these lines.

RAYS FROM BLESSED OBJECTS

Dowsing opens up exciting new perceptions of 
the invisible motions interpenetrating our physical 
world. For example, with a pendulum or another 
Diving instrument, one can easily detect the 
wave-fronts from all objects. Religious ones are parti- 
cularly interesting.

A peculiar phenomenon occurs when one 
measures the radiations from a religious Symbol such 
as the cross or a medallion before the blessing, (and 
one doesn't have to be a priest or holy man to bestow 
an effective blessing). First, the rays emanating from 
the object can be noted carefully with the dowsing 
device. Bless the symbolic object, wait five minutes 
and again approach with your instrument. Note the 
great enlargement of the previously irregulär auric 
envelope.

The foregoing process can be repeated by blessing 
a glass of water. In every case there's a noticeable 
Variation in the shape and the size of balloonlike 
emissions rising above, some outline several feet above 
and nearly as wide. When the test is performed with 
profound thought and highest ideals, brackish or 
chemically-treated water seems to taste sweeter 
following the experiment. The billowing form often 
remains an hour or more.
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THE MECHANICS OF CRYSTAL GAZING: A HYPOTHESIS 
by Marianne Zezelic

Down through the ages, mankind has sought those who Claim to foresee the future. By given a glimpse into future events, man feit he 
couid better understand his Position in the universe. Thus it evolved that people with the ability of second sight were looked upon as 
possessing powers of the gods.

Many seers expressed these abilities through various apparatus, one of them being the crystal ball. Such devices as tarot cards and the 
pendulum are used as a focus of concentration by the mind, but the crystal ball serves as an accumulator of terrestrial magnetism. With 
the presence of oxide of iron within the crystal, it is conceivable that magnetism is attracted to and accumulated in or around it.

By gazing at the crystal, the eyes set up a harmonic reaction stimulating the magnetism collected in the crystal, which is then 
projected back into the eyes of the gazer and collected in that portion of the brain known as the cerebellum. The cerebellum therefore 
becomes a reservoir of magnetism which influences the quality of the magnetic outflow through the eyes, thus setting up a continuous 
flow of magnetism between gazer and the crystal. The amount of energy entering the brain eventually increases to such a Proportion as 
to affect the poles of the brain, a region extending just above the eyes. It is my belief that it is this region of the brain behind the 
forehead that contributes to psychic phenomenon.

The phenomena induced by the use of the crystal is that of clairvoyance, the ability to see pictures (Images) in the crystal which relay 
information as to something past, present or future unknown to the gazer. It is through the medium of the crystal that an area of the 
brain becomes receptive to an unseen worid.

Magnetism is poorly understood, especially that of the earth's. The moon exerts a tremendous influence on the earth's magnetic field, 
Controlling among other things the menstrual cycles of women and the tides of the oceans. If this energy is known also to affect the 
migration of insects, couid it not be an energy that affects biological — neurophysiological — psychological function of the human body 
which couid thus stimulate psychic phenomenon?
Dear Miss Zezelic,

In one regard / can only account for the Dowsing phenomenon (from actual experience) by reducing phenomena! activity in my 
mind to pure energy without Classification. From this point / perceive it manifesting as an Infinite scale of vibrations, frequencies, and 
densities. Once / can lock in on the right formula, in the männer of tuning a radio, only achieved with an established Code using proper 
Symbols — and learned through trial and error, do / gather so-called psychic information. This knowledge comes in the form of 
impartation beyond my external sensory perception; that is, sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell. The Divining rod becomes a physical 
symbol in my hand — coordinating with certain mental visualizations and projections hopefully in a complete interplay of 
communication between my memory-bank, conscious, sub-conscious, unconscious, and superconscious sectors of mind. <-.QX

From Daniel R. Dowd, 9 Allyn Street, Holyoke, Mass.
Q. I am very much interested in levitation and E.S.P. I think I read in Fate Magazine -that there will be discovered a hidden room in 

the Pyramid that will exnlain levitation which they think was used to build the pyramids and the Druid Stones of Stonehenge. Fate 
told of an enormous block of stone which, if nut on railroad cars, would cause the wheels to sink into the earth; therefore the 
only way to move such a block of stone would have to be by levitation. This is a fascinating subject. It would conquer locomotion 
and pollution and couid make a heaven on earth or sirnply a paradise. I am 69 and feel that I have not reached my goal in lite. We 
lived in Walnut, California, 24 years and came East because of pollution..... How can you teil the north and south pole of a magnet?

A. We've been warned we couid step into a hole here. Perhaps our readers will answer this question for both bar and horseshoe magnets. 
From Valerie Ann Olin, Park Ridge, Illinois
Q. 1 completed a reading of John J. O'Neill’s beautifully written, probing biography of Nikola Tesla, PRODIGAL GENIUS. A possible anti- 

cipation of energy of form is found in Chaoter 9. Nikola developed the cone-shaped coil and carried this research further by design- 
ing the flat helix or pancake-shaped coil , both used in conjunction with currents of extremely high freauency. What cone apex angle 
he used was not specified. You might also be interested to know that Nikola's 154' broadcasting tower at Wardencliff, Shoreham, 
Long Island, N.Y., was cone-shaped. Again, I would like to know the degree of apex angle employed?

A. Many thanks for sharing this Information with the 'Guide and our readers. All of Vern Cameron's cone research and testing, after ear- 
lier failures, was produced with 90° angle cones. That is, the cone would fit into a carpenter's sguare, or into a properly-construc- 
ted door jamb.
From Ruby Andrews, Danville, Illinois

0. Have you tried taking the pyramid replica, with sides untaped, and flattening it out so the form becomes a perfectly-dimensioned 
Maltese Cross? Like so? A properly designed cross || becomes a rectangular box when folded into a three-
dimensional form. I wonder how it compares to I j the Covenant? We've tried many forms; they are
all recognizable and significant. I I

A. The true Maltese Cross has eight points like this: sides of the pyramid had notched bases and each were a separ
ate section so that parting (untaping) would leave them joined at the apex, the Maltese Cross would indeed be formed.
It's interesting that the use of a cross as a mystical sign pre-dates Christianity. It's as old as civilization itself and has been 
employed by Brahmans, Hittites, Egyptians, and even the American Indian, in mystical, magical Systems. The cross is also an astron- 
omical sign of fire or luck.

From Mae Belle Simpson, Bedford, Perna.
Q. I love your publication; only please teil how to build a psychotronic generator. I tried the experiment of placing a Maltese Cross 

on one of my pyramids. My hand was truly repelled by some force. Now all of me is repelled by the north side of the rest of my 

pyramids too. I program them for all kinds of goodies. One of the main parts of programming is to feed energy into the 
north side. It's hard to do new. Also my hands levitate from the apex, and I notice a green glow that surrounds my hands 
while I chant.

A. We have extensive data and photos of psychotronic generators but have yet to construct a working model. There are a few 
research laboratories working on these devices. The only successful one so far has withheld their findings pending patent 
rights and negotiations for the sale of the Instruments. We are very interested in Publishing information useful to our 
readers and will be starting on an alternate Psychotronic Bio-energetic Newsletter sometime next year. Your responses to 
the pyramid are very exciting and support other Claims we receive from readers in different parts of the worid.
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Write for 
descriptive 
brochures 
% Pyramid 
Guide
P.O. Box 176 
Elsinore, 
CA 92330

NOW AVAILABLE — A portable do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and corners without loss of 
energy minus panels, corners and cap- 
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing 
at local hardware or plumbing shop, 
placing ends inside slots at corners to 
construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176. 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

THE CAMERON PETROLEOMETER. 
Fully described in Oil Locating Handbook 
No. 2 @ $2.75 P.P.

Project 2000 A.D. Annual Worldwide Competition Model Making Contest. The Museum Trustees, P.O. 
Box 57, Lompoc, CA 93436 invite original, one cubic foot models, more or less, depicting Objects, scenes 
or conditions to be expected at the end of the Second Millenium, 2000 A.D. Awards presented Dec. 31, 
1973 at the Lompoc Centinnial Ball.

THE DELIGHTFUL, THOROUGH- 
LY RESEARCHED, “SECRETS OF 
THE GREAT PYRAMID”, BY 
PETER TOMPKINS* THAT MAG- 
NIFICENTLY WRITTEN, PRO- 
FUSELY ILLUSTRATED, 
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF 
THE ANCIENT STONE MONU
MENT AND MATHEMATICAL SUP
PLEMENT. AN 8/10 MASTER- 
WORK WEIGHING NEARLY 3 
POUNDS. NO SERIOUS PYRAMID 
BUFF SHOULD BE WITHOUT THIS 
COMPLETELY INFORMATIVE 
VOLUME! $13.50 POSTPAID IN- 
CLUDES POSTAGE AND HANDL
ING. (CALIFORNIANS ADD 
CURRENT SALES TAX.) ORDER 
FROM “PYRAMID GUIDE”, P.O. 
176, ELSINORE, CA 92330

kirlian photography . . . At 
last . . . All new, practical, do-it-your- 
self handbook. Complete instruction 
and operating plans for high fre- 
quency Corona radiation. Generators 
costing as little as $10.00 to build. 
Make your own Corona-Aura photos 
in color for pennies. Only $7.00 
postpaid. Airmail 44c extra. Distrib- 
uted by: Bob Beck, 631 1 Yucca, Los 
Angeles, Ca. 90028.

'’^ärFyOU FASCINÄTE0?
. . . by Astrology. ESP, Hypnotisipn, 
UFO and Occult subjects? Then 
SPACEVIEW MAGAZINE is meant 
for YOU!" Special offer: Six issues 
for only $3.95. or 12 issues for $6.95. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

SPACEVIEW-F 
103 Goodhue Building 
Beaumont, TX 77701

HAVE YOU SEEN . „ .
THE CALIFORNIA SCENE?

ADVANCED civilizations living in 
caverns beneath the earth's surface? 
An incredible idea . . . But read the 
comments by world authorities, 
Thomas Allen Le Vesque and Mary 
Story, as they present convincing 
evidence in their dynamic, monthly 
newsletter, "The Kollow Hassle”. For 
information write to: TAL, P.O. Box 
126, Beverly Hills, Ca 90213.

A quality magazine for discriminating 
readers, a Scenario of Journeys into the 
Unknown — Back Through the Mists of 
Time. Articles by BILL COX and 
GEORGIANA TEEPLE:

Psychometry; Clairvoyant Vision; Voice 
Tape Phenomena; Glastonbury Mysteriös; 
Kirlian Photography; and many more. 
Collector's items — Back Issues ,75c . . . 
Year Subscription $4.00 . . . Overseas $5.50.

RARE PHOTOS MAILED FROM EUROPE

(above) Picture of the master inventor Keeley, set of 16 
KEELY PHOTOGRAPHS pioneer in ultrasonics and anti- 
gravity with devices. The phenomena of inducing rotation 
by harmonics machine. $6.50 or 2.60 pounds.

(left) VORTELLA (combination vortex and umbrella) an 
ingenious apparatus for lifting and horizontal propulsion in 
the air, presumably can be used for suspending aircraft in 
the air without power, except the amount required to cover 
losses from air friction. Set of seven photos @ $5.50. Order 
from: The Pyramid Guide.

RECENTLY ADDED TO OUR BOOK CATALOG: 
Joseph Weed’s “Wisdom of the Mystic Masters.” 
Ancient secrets of human powers gained through 
visualization . . . John Michell’s exciting, provacative 
“The View Over Atlantis.” Magnetic & ley lines, 
magic squares & a tie to the Great Pyramid. Jerome 
Eden’s explosive “Orgone Energy,” The Wilhelm 
Reich discoveries.
NOW! From England . . . and the pen of an agile, 
knowledgeable mind of Edgerton Sykes’ “The 
Clockwise Diffusionists,” “Extraterrestials,” “The 
Keeley Mystery” and photo set, “Carnac and the 
Megalith Builders,” “The Secret of Bimini,” 
“Atlantis, Key to the Past,” “The Vortella Project,” 
photo set, “Negative Matter,” and many more. Write 
for free catalog c/o The Pyramid Guide.
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